Exploring Liberec and Zittau
with Roland the Knight

20 fun activities
s
20 inquisitive ta sk
20 idea s for trips

Introduction
Hello everyone, I’m glad to meet you.
My name is Roland and I proudly guard the City
of Liberec from the top of the City Hall tower
in my knight’s armour.
My task is not only to protect the city rights,
but I am also the patron of all the children
who visit our city below Ještěd Mountain.
With the help of my child friends from
our partner towns Liberec and Zittau,
I have prepared 20 interesting ideas
for trips that you can take together
with your parents or grandparents.
But they are not just any kind
of trips. You can look forward
to an interesting journey full of my
inquisitive tasks. If you complete the quest,
there will be rewards awaiting you at the end.
You can get one reward for fulfilling all my
tasks in Liberec, while another one awaits
you in neighbouring Zittau.
Good luck in finding all the answers.
Yours sincerely Knight Roland

Rules of the quest
• The booklet is divided into two parts and contains 20 ideas
for trips, 10 in Liberec and 10 in adjacent Zittau.
• Each trip destination has its own inquisitive task. If you manage
to answer all of Roland´s tricky questions, you can look forward
to a reward.
• When you complete each task, write down the answer
in the prepared boxes at the bottom of the page.
• The letter from the highlighted box will help you unveil the secret
password at the end.
• When you collect all the letters, write them in the correct order
in the final puzzle.
• By correctly solving the final puzzle you’ll receive the “secret
password”. Be aware that each city has its own secret password.
• Once you have the secret passwords you can collect your
rewards. The reward for the Liberec quest can be picked up
at the Liberec Information Centre.
• The reward for the Zittau quest awaits you at the Naturpark
Zittauer Gebirge Tourist Information Centre.
• Beside all these tasks, you will also find other activities in this
brochure. These are here just for fun; you do not have to finish
them in order to get the reward. However, you can check the
answers at the end of each quest, near the final puzzles.

Liberec Zoo
There are many amazing animals at the Liberec Zoo. You
can find lions, elephants, giraffes, camels, zebras,
monkeys, sea lions, flamingos and many more, about 160
species in total. Walking through the zoological gardens
is fun. You can even ride go-karts there!
At this zoo, you can even watch the sea
lions being fed, says Honza M.
Inquisitive task no. 1
While exploring the zoo, your task is to find out which
animal has scales and uses their forked tongue to smell
and taste the air.

Write the highlighted letter in box no. 8 of the Czech puzzle.
Zoologická zahrada Liberec, Lidové sady 425/1, 460 01 Liberec 1

All animals leave some evidence behind.
Try to guess which footprint belongs to which animal.
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More info at the Information Centre: nám. Dr. E. Beneše 23, 460 01 Liberec

Children´s playground
There are a lot of swings and climbing frames in the
playground. There are also carousels, a paddling pool,
a large sandpit and many slides as well as a maze
and goats there. You can even take a train ride
or rent a scooter or bike there.
Courageous Julie H. recommends a ride
on the small Ferris wheel, which is just great.
Inquisitive task no. 2
The playground is a safe place for having fun. Yet, you can
find one puzzling place there in which you can easily get
lost. Can you discover what this mysterious place is?

Write the highlighted letter in box no. 10 of the Czech puzzle.
Dětský koutek, Sovova 584/2, 460 14 Liberec

Connect all the numbers in the right order and you will unveil
what vehicle can take you for a ride at the playground.
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More info at the Information Centre: nám. Dr. E. Beneše 23, 460 01 Liberec

Liberec Botanical Gardens
There are a lot of plants from all around the world in the
Botanical Gardens in Liberec, even carnivorous ones!
They also have aquariums with many fish, such
as sharks and piranhas, there.
The Botanical Gardens are just beautiful. They
have gorgeous plants, such as cacti and
carnivorous ones. You will learn a lot about
those plants, Yasmina B. H. narrates.

Inquisitive task no. 3
There is a glass tunnel in the Botanical Gardens. Find out
what/who you can see inside.

Write the highlighted letter in box no. 2 of the Czech puzzle.
Botanická zahrada Liberec, Purkyňova 630/1, 460 01 Liberec

From June till October, you can also see the Giant Water Lily in the
Botanical Gardens. Its leaves are so strong they can hold up to 20
kilos. If you fill in the names of the pictured fruits and vegetables by
numbers on all the lines, you will unveil the water lily´s scientific name.
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More info at the Information Centre: nám. Dr. E. Beneše 23, 460 01 Liberec

Liberec Regional Gallery
The Liberec Regional Gallery is definitely worth visiting.
There are wonderful pictures there, and you can also draw
in the sand or create your own large picture from magnets.
The Gallery used to be a spa. Johana T. likes
going to the Regional Gallery for its many
beautiful pictures.
Inquisitive task no. 4
The Regional Gallery is now in a building where the municipal
baths used to be located. There is a line on a black wall near
the entrance that indicates the water level of the former
swimming pool. Can you find out what colour this line is?

Write the highlighted letter in box no. 7 of the Czech puzzle.
Oblastní galerie Liberec, Masarykova 723/14, 460 01 Liberec

The Regional Gallery displays works by Czech and European artists.
Paint your own picture inside the frame. What do you think?
Could we also put it on display?

More info at the Information Centre: nám. Dr. E. Beneše 23, 460 01 Liberec

Liberec Technical Museum
The Technical Museum will probably mainly interest boys, as it
has all sorts of cars and motorbikes on display. Besides shiny
vintage vehicles of which there are only a few left in the world,
you can see an exhibition of trams and also a snow cat there.
Kryštof B. loves this museum as you can find
a huge collection of car models there.
Inquisitive task no. 5
As our friends have already told you, you will find heaps
of different exhibits inside the Technical Museum as well
as in the adjacent outside area. Can you find out though,
which one is the heaviest?

Write the highlighted letter in box no. 6 of the Czech puzzle.
Technické muzeum Liberec, Masarykova 424/5, 460 01 Liberec

After visiting the museum, can you arrange the cars pictured below
in the right order according to their historical development over time?
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More info at the Information Centre: nám. Dr. E. Beneše 23, 460 01 Liberec

Liberec DinoPark
At Liberec DinoPark, you will see moving dinosaurs that
make all sorts of sounds. You will find dinosaur bones, the
adventurous DinoTrack and also a small café there.
You can even get a dinosaur tattoo!
At DinoPark, you can visit a 5D cinema and find
out cool and interesting things about creatures
that are already extinct, says Majid B. H.
Inquisitive task no. 6
Most of the dinosaurs at DinoPark are man-made but
there is also one live animal. Can you find out what it is?

Write the highlighted letter in box no. 3 of the Czech puzzle.
DinoPark Liberec, Palachova 1404, 460 90 Liberec

When you color in the boxes by numbers and turn the page
upside down, an animal will appear.
Can you draw an eye in the picture so it can see?
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1 - yellow, 2 - blue, 3 - light green, 4 - dark green
More info at the Information Centre: nám. Dr. E. Beneše 23, 460 01 Liberec

Liberec Naive Theatre
The Naive Theatre puts on a lot of beautiful performances
for kids and adults. Most of them feature puppets that
are quite often funny but sometimes can also be a little
scary. That is something you don’t come across in
an ordinary theatre.
Adéla M. likes going to the Naive Theatre as
they often play cool fairy tales there. Just
pick a performance and buy a ticket.
Inquisitive task no. 7
Can you discover what is hanging from the ceiling inside the
entrance to the theatre? It is made of large wooden beads.

Write the highlighted letter in box no. 4 of the Czech puzzle.
Naivní divadlo, Moskevská 32/18, 460 01 Liberec

In many fairy tales, besides the prince and the princess, there is also
the king. Amongst all the royal crowns, find 2 that are exactly the same.

More info at the Information Centre: nám. Dr. E. Beneše 23, 460 01 Liberec

Centrum Babylon and iQLandia
You will find a lot of interesting things and have heaps
of fun there. Centrum Babylon includes the Aquapark
and the Lunapark funfair. There is also a mirror maze
and laser games. iQLandia offers interesting exhibitions
and hands-on activities.
Hynek B.’s favourite thing at iQLandia
is the exhibition on water.
Inquisitive task no. 8
Every brave explorer has to master various skills. What do
you need to learn before you can go to Aquapark?

Write the highlighted letter in box no. 5 of the Czech puzzle.
Centrum Babylon a iQlandia, Nitranská 410/10, 46007 Liberec

When you find and cross off all the czech words in the word search
below, you will be left with letters we use as the abbreviation for human
intelligence. It is easy as the words are only written in two directions
and also a bit hard as the puzzle uses Czech words
(the first word of the pair below the puzzle).
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asteroid/asteroid – atrakce/attraction – exponáty/exhibits
fyzika/physics – informace/information – kosmos/cosmos
legrace/fun – lidské tělo/human body – Mp/Mp – nota/note
ozón/ozone – planetarium/planetarium – pokusy/experiments
poučení/learning – robot/robot – šum/noise – technika/technics
věda/science – voda/water – zábava/entertainment
(Don’t be confused by the letter CH, in the Czech alphabet, these two letters can be one)

More info at the Information Centre: nám. Dr. E. Beneše 23, 460 01 Liberec

Trams of Liberec
The trams can take you nearly anywhere around this town –
from the zoo all the way to Ještěd Mountain, where you
can go skiing or hiking. One also goes to Jablonec
nad Nisou, which is 13 km away, and one part even leads
through a forest. Sometimes, you can even see
a stylish old tram on the rails of Liberec.
Matěj K. recommends taking a tram because
they are fast, run regularly and are reliable.
Inquisitive task no. 9
If you take a good look and think about it, you will surely
work out what powers trams.

Write the highlighted letter in box no. 1 of the Czech puzzle.
Boveraclub – www.boveraclub.com

The two pictures of trams are slightly different.
Can you find all 5 differences?

More info at the Information Centre: nám. Dr. E. Beneše 23, 460 01 Liberec

Mount Ještěd and the cable car
Mount Ještěd is a great place for skiing in winter and for
various hiking trips in summer. A pretty cable car runs
to the top.
It is a great feeling when you get to the top,
but you have to deserve it. Jáchym T. therefore
advises you to walk there.
Inquisitive task no. 10
It is quite a demanding hike to the top of the mountain,
but you can reward yourself after the climb. Do you know
what you can hire at the top of Ještěd, from spring to
autumn, that will make you come back down much faster?

Write the highlighted letter in box no. 9 of the Czech puzzle.
Horský hotel Ještěd, Horní Hanychov 153, 460 07 Liberec

Do you know how high Ještěd Mountain is? If you want to find out,
keep adding up all the numbers until you get the result.

491
+ number of months in one year

+ number of full days in one year

+ number of hours in one day

+ number of minutes in one hour

+ number of seconds
in one minute

Elevation of Ještěd
More info at the Information Centre: nám. Dr. E. Beneše 23, 460 01 Liberec

Secret password
Now that you have visited all the places my friends and I chose for
you, you’ll know Liberec quite well. The city has changed appearance
over time. In ancient times, this whole area was covered with broad-leaf forests that were criss-crossed just by trade routes connecting
Bohemia and Germany. Gradually, settlements grew along these routes
and later they became little towns. Liberec was one of them. There has
been much debate about the origin of its name. We can say that the
Old Slavonic word “Lu” meant wood or forest and the word “Berg” means a hill or mountain in German. Therefore, the original name “Luberg”,
meaning a wooded mountain, reflects what was formally here – an area
of deciduous forests. And from Luberg it is not a big step to Liberec,
the current name of our city. Our neighbours in Germany call Liberec
Reichenberg.
If you have completed all the inquisitive tasks of my quest, you´ll surely
know what the German word Reichenberg means in English.
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Since you already know a few German words, why don´t you keep
going and visit our German neighbours. There are more inquisitive tasks
awaiting you in Zittau.
Since you already know the Liberec secret password, why don’t you
pop in to Liberec Information Centre and pick up your reward.
Městské informační centrum Liberec, nám. Dr. E. Beneše 23

Answers to additional tasks
You may be interested to know whether you have solved all the puzzles,
crosswords and other tasks correctly. You can check your answers
here:
Liberec Zoo - pairs: 1A, 2D, 3E, 4B, 5C

Children´s playground – connect by numbers: steam engine
Botanical Gardens – crossword puzzle: VICTORIA REGIA

Regional Gallery – drawing: according to your imagination

Technical Museum – historical development: C - D - A - E - B
DinoPark – colouring in: brontosaurus

Naive Theatre: 2nd line, place 4 and 4th line, place 1
Centrum Babylon and iQlandia: IQ
Trams of Liberec - differences:

Mount Ještěd and the cable car:
491 + 12 = 503 + 365 = 868 + 24 = 892 + 60 = 952 + 60 = 1012
Liberec Information Centre opening hours

June to September: Mon – Fri 8 am – 6 pm, Sat – Sun 9 am – 12 pm
October to May: Mon – Fri 8 am – 5 pm, Sat 9 am – 12 pm

www.visitliberec.eu

Fire Station
The Fire Station in Zittau is already 110 years old. Besides modern
firefighting equipment, you can also find there some historical
items, such as a wooden ladder from the 18th century.
We meet every Tuesday and learn things every
good firefighter has to know. I would recommend
to all technically orientated children to come
and take a tour of our firehouse, says Florian A.
Inquisitive task no. 1
Just like doctors or policemen, firefighters also have
their own uniforms. Would you know what colour it is?
Try to say it in German.

Write the highlighted letter in box no. 9 of the German puzzle.
Feuerwache, Franz-Könitzer-Straße 9, 02763 Zittau

Would you know what type of fire extinguisher is used
for which type of fire? Try to match the pictures correctly.

1

A
WATER

for general use – electrical
fires, household appliances, oils, gasses, solids

for paper, wood and other
flammable solids,
never for electricity,
oils and so on

2

FOAM

B

CO2

C

for electrical fires,
electronic equipment

3

POWDER

D
for petrol, diesel, oil,
never for electrical fires
or household appliances

4

More info at the Information Centre: Markt 1 Rathaus, Zittau

Flower Clock
You can find The Flower Clock in the park at the Butchers’
Bastion. The clock looks different every year. In winter, when
the flowers don´t grow, the clock gets decorated with cones,
moss and twigs. In the meantime, while you are waiting for
the clock to play its melody, you can try to find a geocache.
Charleen R. remembers that Mrs. Michnová´s
Grade 4 class fundraised 500 Euro for
the maintenance of the Flower Clock.
Inquisitive task no. 2
The Flower Clock plays every hour. Take a seat on one of the
benches and listen to what instrument you can hear playing.

Write the highlighted letter in box no. 3 of the German puzzle.
Zittau Flower Clock, Karl-Leibknecht-Ring 10, 02763 Zittau

Try to design the flower clock for next year.
You can create a spring, summer or a winter version.

More info at the Information Centre: Markt 1 Rathaus, Zittau

Observation tower
From the tower of St John´s Church, there is a beautiful view
of the City, the Zittau Mountains and also Poland. On a clear
day, you can even see Bohemia. The tower is 60 metres tall.
At noon and in the evening, you can hear the bellman´s call.
You can even stay overnight in the tower if you
wish. The bellman, who plays the trumpet from
the tower, lives here and knows many exciting
stories, says Aron W.

Inquisitive task no. 3
There are many steps up to the top of the tower. Try to count
all of them and complete the number: Two hundred and ...
–
Write the highlighted letter in box no. 1 of the German puzzle.
St. Johannis Kirche, Johannisplatz 1, 02763 Zittau

The family in the picture need your help in finding their way to the
tower. Can you find the way through the maze in less than one minute?

More info at the Information Centre: Markt 1 Rathaus, Zittau

City Spa
Located in the City Spa is one of the oldest swimming pools
in Germany. Swimming lessons are given here and it is
really pleasant to warm up in a local sauna on a cold day.
Even the lifeguards come here for training.
Jason G. reckons the City Spa is his
favourite place in Zittau as this is where
he learnt to swim.
Inquisitive task no. 4
The City Spa is located in a very nice building. If you
take a good look at it, you will surely be amazed
by so many ... that support the roof.

Write the highlighted letter in box no. 6 of the German puzzle.
Stadtbad, Töpferberg 1, 02763 Zittau

A huge number of various animals live underwater. Do you know
which one of these animals is the closest to humans and why?

More info at the Information Centre: Markt 1 Rathaus, Zittau

Gerhart Hauptmann Theatre
Before the reconstruction of the theatre, you could buy old
theatre chairs to keep as a souvenir. Currently the theatre
features all sorts of modern stuff. It puts on performances
for adults as well as for children. In summer, you can
watch the theatre ensemble outdoors, on the forest
stage in Jonsdorf.
The theatre offers tours that even take you
behind the scenes!, Emmily S. advises.

Inquisitive task no. 5
Find out the name of the street from which you can enter
the theatre.

Write the highlighted letter in box no. 10 of the German puzzle.
Gerhart Hauptmann Theatre, Theaterring 12, 02763 Zittau

The symbols of the theatre are two masks representing tragedy and
comedy. Try to capture how people look when they feel these emotions:

ANGER

JOY

SADNESS

ASTONISHMENT

More info at the Information Centre: Markt 1 Rathaus, Zittau

Tierpark
There are many cute animals in the Tierpark. You can watch
them, like in other zoo parks, but also feed them, e.g., the
penguins. You can ride camels or have fun in various
playgrounds. You can also try out unusual musical
instruments in one of the playgrounds.
There are also kangaroos in the Tierpark
and people are allowed into their enclosure,
says Tom W.
Inquisitive task no. 6
The Tierpark was affected by an unpleasant event
in 2010. Can you find out what happened here?

Write the highlighted letter in box no. 5 of the German puzzle.
Tierpark Zittau, Weinaupark 2a, 02763 Zittau

Can you help mummy kangaroo find her lost joey?
Will you manage to find the way in less than one minute?

More info at the Information Centre: Markt 1 Rathaus, Zittau

Great and Small Lenten Veils
The Great Lenten Veil is a Zittau rarity and it is really huge.
It covers the whole wall of the Church of the Holy Cross.
It depicts stories from the Bible.
Actually, there are two Lenten veils in Zittau;
a large one and a small one. The small one is
perhaps even more precious than the large one
as you will not find another small Lenten veil
in Germany, explains Florian G.
Inquisitive task no. 7
Because we are in Germany, your task will be to find out
what the German word for Lenten veil is.

Write the highlighted letters in box no. 2a and 2b of the German puzzle.
Grosses Zittauer Fastentuch, Frauenstraße 23, 02763 Zittau

In the past, Lenten veils were used in churches
to cover an area near the altar.
If you put all the words below in the right place in the word puzzle,
you will find out on which holidays the veils were used.
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More info at the Information Centre: Markt 1 Rathaus, Zittau

Olbersdorfer Lake
Olbersdorfer Lake is also called the “O See” by locals. It was
created by flooding a brown coal mine and some of the
mining equipment is still there, sunken at the bottom
of the lake. However, you can safely swim there.
Not far from the parking lot, you can find a large excavator which was used for mining brown coal in
the past. You can take a picture with it, says Leon E.
Inquisitive task no. 8 If you take a short walk around
the lake, you will find several information boards that tell
you some interesting things, for example, what lives in the
lake. Can you find out the scientific name for an eel?

Write the highlighted letter in box no. 7 of the German puzzle.
Olbersdorfer See

Symbols exist for almost anything, even for the weather.
You can test your observation skills and fill in the empty places
with the missing symbols.

More info at the Information Centre: Markt 1 Rathaus, Zittau

Oybin
Oybin is a very cool place. It is the ruins of an old castle and
monastery about which many legends are told. The castle
offers great views of the whole Zittau Mountains. This
place is also a paradise for rock climbers.
The ruins are situated on a hill and if you don´t
feel like walking, you can catch a train called the
“Gebirgsexpres”, suggests Florian P.
Inquisitive task no. 9
From time to time, medieval jousting takes place at the foot
of the castle in the Nature Theatre. Do you know how you
call a courtyard where knights used to compete in jousting?

Write the highlighted letter in box no. 8 of the German puzzle.
Oybin

The description of a train trip from Liberec to Zittau got mixed up.
Can you try to put the sentences in the right order?
When you get to Zittau, you can catch a steam train to Oybin.
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More info at the Information Centre: Markt 1 Rathaus, Zittau

Butterfly House
Many exotic and gorgeous butterflies live in the Butterfly
House, as well as various other insects, spiders
and snakes. It is open all year round.
In the Butterfly House, there are butterflies
flying everywhere. If you are lucky,
like Tomino W., some of them will even
land on you.
Inquisitive task no. 10
Can you work out what shape the building with the
glass roof has?

Write the highlighted letter in box no. 4 of the German puzzle.
Jonsdorfer Schmetterlingshaus GmbH, Zittauer Straße 24, 02796 Jonsdorf

The Attacus atlas that you can also see in the Butterfly House has,
of all butterflies in the world, the largest wing span, reaching from
25 to 30 cm. You can use the true colors or color it in as you like.

More info at the Information Centre: Markt 1 Rathaus, Zittau

Secret password
Now that you have reached this page, you´ll know Zittau and its
surroundings well. I hope you have enjoyed all the places I chose for
you with the help of my friends.
The City of Zittau has an interesting history. Like Liberec, it also lay on
important trade routes. In the past, the main trade articles were fabric
and beer. The city used to be very rich. Did you know that in the places
where the “green circuit” of parks now runs, there used to stand the city
walls?
If you have paid attention to the Zittau surroundings, you will surely have
noticed an old steam train passing through this area. You can often
hear its whistle and see thick black smoke from a distance. If you have
answered all my questions correctly, you now know how to say the
historical narrow-gauge in German.
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Since you already know the secret password for Zittau, why don’t you
pop in to the Naturpark Zittauer Gebirge Tourist Centre and pick up
your reward.
Tourismuszentrum Naturpark Zittauer Gebirge, Mark 1, 02763 Zittau

Answers to additional tasks
You may be interested to see whether you have correctly solved all the
puzzles, crosswords and other tasks. You can check your answers here:
Fire Station - pairs: 1D, 2A, 3C, 4B

Flower Clock - drawing: according to your imag.
Observation tower - maze: see the picture
City Spa: dolphin – it is also a mammal

Gerhart Hauptmann Theatre - drawing: according to your imagination
Tierepark - maze: see the picture

Great and Small Lenten Veil: EASTER

Olbersdorfer Lake - puzzle: see the picture

Oybin - sequence: F- C - B - G - H - E - A - D

Butterfly House - drawing: according to your imagination
Naturpark Zittauer Gebirge Tourist Centre opening hours
Mon - Fri 9 am – 6 pm, Sat 9 am – 1 pm
Sun from May till October 10 am – 12 pm
Number of copies: 500 pcs. Not for sale
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This interactive guide for children includes 20 ideas for trips in Liberec and Zittau
and is printed in Czech, German, Polish and English.

Tento interaktivní průvodce pro děti obsahuje 20 tipů na výlety po Liberci a Žitavě
a je vytištěn v českém, německém, polském a anglickém jazyce.

Dieser interaktive Reiseführer für Kinder beinhaltet 20 Ausflugtipps in Liberec und Zittau
und ist auf Tschechisch, Deutsch, Polnisch und Englisch gedruckt.

Ten interaktywny przewodnik dla dzieci zawiera 20 wskazówek dotyczących wycieczek po Libercu i Zittau
i jest drukowany w języku czeskim, niemieckim, polskim i angielskim.

www.zittau.de

“Exploring Liberec and Zittau with Roland the Knight“ is a Czech-German project that follows the line of “Knight Roland – the symbol
that connects the partner cities of Liberec and Zittau“ - a project
that was carried out in the past. The main focus of the project was to
support mutual cooperation between both regions
by involving children from elementary schools.
A total of twenty children met regularly throughout
the year in both partner cities at joint workshops.
The purpose of the meetings was to select the most
interesting places that the children would recommend
to their peers from different cities to visit.
Afterwards, the children worked together
on the text content of the guide, to which
they later also added their personal
recommendations.
The content of this brochure is therefore
the result of children´s teamwork in which
the managers of this project didn´t
interfere in any way.
Within the project, the children also went
on tours of the two cities on which they mutually
shared experiences of the city they live in.

This project is funded by the European Union from the European Regional Development
Fund through the Cooperation Program between the Free State of Saxony and
the Czech Republic 2014-2020 within the Nisa Euroregion Small Projects Fund.

